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 2TGHKZKPIU[UVGOU
6CICNQI
NaMCF

VCMDQJ
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MW<MW×C

VLKNRCTMW
 5WHHKZKPIU[UVGOU
-COCKWTC QJWMC

LGWOKTKM
%JCOQTTQ FCPMQNQ

DWPKVC
 0QVHQWPF

RCI NCNaMCF
WO V=VCMDQJ
MW<MWMW<MW×C
V KNRCVLKNRCTMW

NYCNMKPIO
NYKNNTWPO
NVQLWORO
NDKTFURO

QJWMCJWMC
LGWOKTKOKTKM
FCPMQNQNQ
DWPKVCVC
WO DQVCMDQJ
DWPKVCDW

NJGMGRVNCWIJKPIO
N+VKGWRTGRGCVGFN[O
NTGCNN[DKIO
NXGT[RTGVV[O
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CDUVTCEVCHHKZTGFWRNKECVKQPKUECWUGFD[ 4*;/'CPF#..+6'4#6' EQPUVTCKPVU


#..+6'4#6'1WVRWVOWUVEQPVCKPCVNGCUVQPGRCKTQHCFLCEGPVU[NNCDNGUYKVJKFGPVKECN
QPUGVU
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 1[MCPICPF

PKV
JC+
gQN
GFGT
CNICN
KIW

PKVKVCP
JC+C+CP
gQNQNCP
GFGFGT
CNICNICN
KIKIW NIQO

NRWUJ
NHGGNYKVJRCNOO
NOCMGTQYUO
NTCKPO
NUVTCKIJVO

,WUVNKMG%8TGFWRNKECVKQPVJGUGQWVRWVUUCVKUH[#..+6'4#6'CPF4*;/'DWVKPVJGTGXGTUG
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UGIOGPVUVJCVCNNKVGTCVGQTTJ[OGTGURGEVKXGN[6JGTGFWRNKECPVUKPDQVJECUGUEQPVCKPCP
CNNKVGTCVKPIQPUGVCPFCTJ[OKPITJ[OGDWVQPN[KPVJGHKTUVECUGFQVJG[EQORQUGCU[NNCDNGQH
VJGKTQYP


6CICNQI
1[MCPICPF
 
38
38 3g8
g 38 38
iR gA - iR gA u
lA aR - lA aR k a d

Often there is no clear way to tell if reduplication is prefixing or suffixing, posing problems for
an affixation account. Consider these Mangarayi facts:
(8) Mangarayi:

gabuji
jimgan

g-ab-abuji/gab-ab-uji
j-img-imgan/jimg-img-an

‘old person’
‘knowledgeable person’

Conveniently, there is no need in the approach proposed here to commit to which is base, which
is reduplicant; each relevant input segment simply has two output correspondents. Note also that
like the VC-reduplicants above, the rhyming segment precedes the alliterating one.
Some languages use unmarked segments in reduplication (Alderete et al 1998). In the approach
advocated here, if MARKEDNESS >> ALLITERATE, onsets will become unmarked, and if
MARKEDNESS >> RHYME, rhymes will become unmarked. Chaoyang (Yip 1998, to appear)
shows a whole collection of patterns illustrating these interactions: in some patterns, unmarked
oral onsets become [l], while in others unmarked rhymes become [i] ([iY] for stop-final inputs).
Again, no commitment to a base/affix distinction is needed. A hypothetical syllable /hop/ is used
to illustrate the patterns.

/hop/

Rankings

Pattern 1

hop hop

ALLITERATE, RHYME >> MARKEDNESS

Pattern 2

hop lop (+ suffix)

RHYME >> MARKEDNESS >> ALLITERATE

Pattern 3

hi hop (kio)

ALLITERATE >> MARKEDNESS >> RHYME

Pattern 4

hi hop lop (kio)

ALLITERATE, RHYME >> MARKEDNESS

The units which rhyme or alliterate may need additional specification, since they can be feet as
well as syllables. Foot reduplication was seen in (1) Diyari and (2) Kamaiura. A simple extension
of the RHYME and ALLITERATE constraints will deal with this. FOOT-RHYME /ALLITERATE: Output
must contain two adjacent feet that rhyme/alliterate. They may need even further refinement: the
relevant unit may be not just any syllable, but the head or stressed syllable. Samoan can be
viewed in this way: a-lo-lófa ‘love’, fa-na-náu ‘be born, give birth’. Again, a simple extension
zeroing in on stressed syllable rhymes and onsets will work here:STRESS-RHYME/ALLITERATE:
Output must contain a syllable that rhymes/alliterates with the stressed syllable.Interestingly, the
syllable/foot/head are also the units that may rhyme in poetry, a point to which I return.
The alert reader will no doubt have realized that one quite common type of reduplication poses a
problem for this approach. In some languages the reduplicant must be a heavy syllable, even
when a light syllable would be a better rhyme:
(9) Ilokano:

kaldi×
pusa

kalkaldi×
puspusa

‘goats’
‘cats’

The non-existent *[pupusa] would better satisfy RHYME. One possibility is that this is word
compounding, with a minimal word effect requiring a bimoraic reduplicant. The actual output
[puspusa] still rhymes featurally, given the following constraint: FEATRHYME: Any structurally
identical positions (i.e. nuclei, off-glides, codas) in the two rhymes must match in features. The
nuclei are both /u/, and satisfy this, and the /s/ has no matching position, so it satisfies the
constraint vacuously.
Implications
If this approach is right, reduplication and devices familiar from poetry are not so dissimilar,
something noted by Kiparsky as early as 1973, and more recently by Holtman in her 1996
dissertation. Fabb (1997) gives an excellent summary of poetic rhyme and alliteration, and the
parallels to reduplication are indeed striking. Both pay attention to syllable structure. Both may
single out prosodically prominent syllables as the targets to copy (alliteration in Old Icelandic
dróttkvaett/ Samoan reduplication). Both usually copy elements at the edges of words or other
constituents (Kiparsky points out that in poetry languages with final stress tend to show endrhyme, while ones with initial stress often use alliteration). Both show matching of nonconstituent CV sequences (Finnish rhyme in the Kalevala/ Ponapean light-syllable reduplication).
Both may allow matching of “equivalence classes” of sounds instead of full identity (Tuareg
rhyme / Chaoyang reduplication, where all codas turn into their less marked glottal or velar

equivalents, so that [×] rhymes with [m] and [Y] rhymes with [k]). However, Fabb notes one
difference between alliteration and rhyme in poetry: alliteration requires greater proximity than
rhyme. There is no obvious correlate of this observation in reduplication.
I am led then to the conclusion that it may be useful to view reduplication as the most
grammaticalized end of a continuum that can be diagrammed as follows:
(10)
Song, verse

B

language games

B

onomatopoeia, mimetics

B

reduplication with an iconic residue (plurality, intensification, iteration)

B

non-iconic reduplication
I do not suggest that a language can only have reduplication if it has all the phemomena above it
in this continuum. The claim is more limited: humans have both an aptitude and a taste for
creating repetitive sequences, and they may use this skill in a variety of ways that are more or less
part of the core grammar of the language. (Of course, au fond grammatical knowledge is
involved in all linguistic repetition, as can be seen by the implicit knowledge of syllable structure
betrayed by these phenomena.) The mechanisms are the same, no matter what the function of the
repetition. More specifically, I have claimed that the mechanisms distinguish rhyme and
alliteration, and it is this that allows for repetition of either the whole or the part. These
mechanisms have their grammatical incarnation as universal OT constraints, motivated here
through reduplicative data, but presumably also involved in poetry if one accepts Holtman’s
central claim that poetic rhyme is controlled by an OT grammar.2

--------------------------------(QT TGNCVGF RTQRQUCNU YJKEJ XKGY TGFWRNKECVKQP KP PQPCHHKZCN YC[U UGG 5JGTTCTF

 4CKO[ CPF +FUCTFK

 CPF +PMGNCU CPF <QNN  

6JG UGRCTCVKQP QH 4*;/' CPF #..+6'4#6' RTQRQUGF JGTG ECUVU FQWDV QP *QNVOCPOU UWIIGUVKQP VJCV C ETWEKCN

05'6 &+55+/+.#4+6; +PUVGCF QPG PGGF QPN[ CUUWOG VJCV 4*;/' KU JKIJTCPMGF
..+6'4#6' KU NQYTCPMGF CPF VJWU PQV QDUGTXGF CPF EJCPEG QEEWTTGPEGU QH EQORNGVG U[NNCDNG TGRGVKVKQP CTG

TGSWKTGOGPV KP RQGVKE TJ[OG KU 1
#

CXQKFGF HQT UGOCPVKE CPF UV[NKUVKE TGCUQPU KPFGGF TJ[OGU NKMG FKXGTUGTGXGTUG QT FGUKIPTGUKIP YJGTG VJG U[NNCDNG

05'6 &+55+/+.#4+6;

TGRGVKVKQP FQGU PQV NGCF VQ YQTF TGRGVKVKQP CTG RGTHGEVN[ CEEGRVCDNG CNVJQWIJ VJG[ XKQNCVG 1
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